Status of draft-ietf-teas-rfc3272bis

• Adopted by TEAS at start of July
  • Silence since then – silence is not good
• -01 in early July to address open issue from adoption poll
  • Add scoping of “TE” versus “partial TE”
    • Policy
    • Path steering
    • Resource management
• Failing any input from the WG, the editor will take a pass on the whole document
  • -02 at the start of November
    • Editorials and text reduction to Section 2.4.1
  • -03 planned for “soon”
    • Further editorials working forward through the document
• The way forward
  • Either
    • Get some input (edits or text suggestions) from the working group
  • Or
    • Editor completes the document by Christmas and we last call it